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Who doesn’t know the classic story of Alice in 
Wonderland ? That little girl who falls into a hole, 
again and again and again, pursuing a white rabbit. 
Valeria Docampo offers here a new interpretation 
of Lewis Carroll’s characters in colorful and poetic 
illustrations.

Unabridged text

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
Lewis Carroll & Valeria Docampo

128 pages 24 x 34 cm
Age group : 6 and +
Topics covered : classic litterature, dreams
Rights sold : Dutch, German, Italian, Korean, 
Spanish (world), Russian
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Arthus and his friends receive a letter of distress 
from Saint Nicholas. He has got a problem of mount: 
his Horse is sick. He needs the children’s creativity 
in order to find a solution to his misfortune, because 
he obviously can’t drop all the presents by foot!

St Nicolas’ donkey, who is that?
Charlotte Bellière & Ian De Haes

32 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : St Nicolas, holidays, humor
Rights available : World

Album•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Other books in the series••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Anthony had never heard of St Nicolas 
before. Probably because he is not the best-
behaved little boy! Does bad behaviour 
implies he is not a good boy? What about 
all the kind attentions Anthony showed the 
month before?

St Nicolas, who is that?
32 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : St Nicolas, holidays, 
humor, 
Rights sold : Dutch

After St Nicolas, who’s that?, Charlotte 
Bellière and Ian De Haes return with 
an humoristic story of Black Peter, the 
second main character of the 6th of 
December’s tradition.

Black Peter, who is that?
32 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : St Nicolas, holidays, 
humor, 
Rights available : World
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During break, the children want to play a universal 
game : mummy and daddy.
Yes, but not everyone has a mummy and a daddy. 
So, while they are talking about their different 
families, they will adapt the rules of this very old 
game, using what each one of them knows about 
families...

What about your family?
Charlotte Bellière & Ian De Haes

48 pages 20 x 27 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topics covered : family, diversity
Rights sold : Complex Chinese, German

Album•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Also by Ian De Haes•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tonight, the entire family is going on vacations in a 
foreign country. They have to load the car, sleep a 
little bit before that and then let’s go! But the road is 
long, especially by night. So, they sleep, they read 
a book, they listen to music, they cross borders. 
Going on holidays by night, it’s a big adventure!

Tonight, we’re going on holidays
with Charlotte Bellière

40 pages 29 x 21 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : holidays, night, road-trip
Rights sold : Korean, Complex Chinese

Fanny is afraid when the night falls. She’s scared 
about everything that’s hiding in the dark. But 
her mom is reassuring her, and advises her to 
speak to the Night. Then, so many possibilities 
open up in front of Fanny’s eyes, because the 
night is beautiful, tender and full of surprises.

Fanny & the night
with Maylis Daufresne

32 pages 28 x 21 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topic covered : fear of the dark, night
Rights sold : Korean, Complex Chinese
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One morning, at rising, a child feels sadness inside of him. 
The child doesn’t really know what to do with this feeling, 
so he tries to make it go away through various means, 
but nothing works. Eventually he decides to accept the 
situation as it is and, one step at a time, manages to tame 
their sorrow, until one day it becomes so tiny that it finally 
disappears. 

My sorrow
Mylen Vigneault & Maud Roegiers

32 pages 24 x 28 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : sorrow, life, emotions, kindness
Rights available : World

We all have secrets, some that are delightful and shiny, 
some that are dark and heavy. But sometimes we do not 
know what to do with the secrets we are forced to keep, 
especially when the secrets we have to keep are hurting 
us...

The small and the (way too) big secrets
Mylen Vigneault & Maud Roegiers

40 pages 21 x 24 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topics covered : secrets, kindness
Rights sold : Complex Chinese

Also by Mylen Vigneault & Maud roegiers••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The list (for keeping a child’s heart 
even when we are grown up)
48 pages 29 x 21 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : family, fun, life, kindness
Rights sold : Korean
One day, Mia’s grandpa gives her a list of “silly things 
to do before you think you’re too old”, as: 
- Eating an eight-flavor ice-cream;
- Catching snowflakes with her tongue;
- Daring something scary;
- Talking to a lonely kid;
- Petting a sheep.

Did you know (that you don’t 
need to know everything) ?
40 pages 21 x 24 cm
Age group : 3 and +
Topic covered : life, kindness
Rights sold : Complex Chinese, Simplified 
Chinese, Korean

“Did you know that you don’t need to know 
everything? I would like you to know that in life, you’ll 
meet more nice people than mean ones, that saying 
‘I’m sorry’ can be of relief to the person you have hurt, 
but to yourself too... We, adults, sometimes forget 
that you don’t have to know everything.“ A beautiful 
text to remind us all about the importance of letting 
go with the expectations we have on children.
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An unexplained crime spree has occurred in town. 
Fortunately, the famous police officer Rustik and 
his loyal assistant, the lieutenant Lipstick, are on 
the case! Shall they succeed to uncover the culprit 
before the murderer strikes again? A funny thriller 
with unbearable suspense... and a terrific ending!

PAF!
32 pages 29 x 21 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : investigation, humor, mosquitos
Rights sold : Greek, Spanish (world)

Ver Saï is a worm who only wants one thing: 
becoming king. Of course, nobody takes him 
seriously. But, beware of the bird, silent and fast 
predator... To achieve his aims, Ver Saï will offer a 
defense plan to all the terrified insects. A perfect 
plan! Well, maybe not...

His Higness Ver Saï
48 pages 29 x 21 cm
Age group : 6 and +
Topics covered : fear, manipulation, power
Rights available : World

Album•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

In the meadow, sheeps are ready to face the wolf 
supposed to enter the scene in a mist cloud... 
Instead, the wolf just relaxes in his armchair...
backstage. Leaving stage on the right side, a 
sheep decides to go kick his ass: readers are 
waiting! But, from the left part of the stage comes 
the Little Riding Hood with the same request...

The show must go on
48 pages 29 x 21 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : tale, humor, wolf, theater
Rights sold : Spanish (world)

One day, Chicky will go on MARS. There, he will 
make a lot of friends, word of chick! People keep 
telling him that it’s impossible, but Chicky doesn’t 
hear it that way. For Rator and Grishrat, always 
looking for a mean joke, the occasion is perfect! 
They will “kindly” offer their help to Chicky.

Spudchick
48 pages 29 x 21 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topics covered : humor, planets, space
Rights sold : Spanish (world), Turkish

Also by Jérôme Camil•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

In a henhouse lived… hens. Not far from here 
lived a fox who considerated them as its personal 
food pantry, until… a weasel suddenly decided to 
gate-crash into the picture! But isn’t the fox the 
wiser of all animals? A little naive weasel will not 
counteract all his schemes, that’s for sure…

I saw the Lion, the Fox and the 
Weasel
48 pages 29 x 21 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topics covered : tales, humor, trick
Rights available : World
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Violette couldn’t be more different from all the other sheeps. 
One day, as she heads into town with the farmer, she sees 
a whale on a poster. Her heart immediately overturns… She 
is in love, that’s for sure! And no matter where it is, she will 
find the whale. In her very unusual love quest, despite the 
often grudgingly help that she will be given, she will never 
dishearten… 

Violette, a strange little sheep
Simona Toma & Laura Giraud

48 pages 21 x 24 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topics covered : kindness, self-love, relationsheep
Rights available : World

Theo has a lot of unusual friends, all furs and feathers. One 
day, his friends ask the little boy what he would like to be 
when he is older. Theo answers confidently: “King of the 
animals”. Unfortunately, they all retort that it isn’t a true job. 
Each proposition made by Theo is never serious enough, 
rewarding enough, respectable enough… But where is 
passion in all of this?

When I grow up, I will be...
Amandine Pasque

40 pages 23 x 31 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topics covered : job, imagination, growing-up
Rights available : World

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Album
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“Wait, let me help you”, that is what Lisette hears every 
morning. Mum takes forever to dress her, do her hair, get 
her ready and above all to choose everything for her. One 
day, Lisette has enough and when Mum interrupts her with 
her usual “Wait, let me help you”, Lisette answers “NO”. 
Mum, watching her daughter’s fitting with an electric self-
restraint, is forced to wait until the final result… 

Wait, let me help you !
Charlotte Bellière & Orbie

40 pages 21 x 24 cm
Age group : 4 and +
Topics covered : independance, self-trust, kindness, humor
Rights available : World

Oklahoma lives in Arizona, a land of multiple legends. One 
of them tells the story of a yaki wizard who would steal 
chidren’s smiles. One day, the little girl meets a shriveled old 
man who asks her for a smile, then a laugh and promises 
her to give them back when she will need them the most…

The laugh-catcher
Christos & Chiara Arsego

40 pages 23 x 29 cm
Age group : 6 and +
Topic covered : legende, tales, confidence
Rights available : World

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Album
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Nicodème is on holidays by the sea. He is quite 
happy. And that’s not even all! His parents tell him 
that someone he knows is coming to join... It’s 
probably Violet!
But of course it’s not. It’s Hippolyte, his worst 
enemy. The holidays are taking a bad turn...

The sixth book in the Nicodème series!

Nicodème on holidays
Agnès Laroche & Stéphanie Augusseau

40 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topics covered : holiday, beach, friendship
Rights sold : Italian, Russian

Album•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Other books in the Nicodieme series•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nicodème
40 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topic covered : self esteem
Rights sold : Catalan & Castilian, Simplified Chinese 
(China), Greece, Italian, Portuguese (Brazil), Russian

Because
40 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topic covered : questions
Rights sold : Catalan & Castilian, Simplified Chinese 
(China), Greece, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese 
(Brazil)

The gift
40 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topic covered : surprise
Rights sold : Catalan & Castilian, Greece, Hebrew, 
Italian, Portuguese (Brazil)

Nicodème’s Christmas
40 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topic covered : Christmas, Santa Claus
Rights sold : Catalan & Castilian, Greece, Korean

Happy Birthday!
40 pages 21 x 29 cm
Age group : 5 and +
Topic covered : birthday, child conflicts
Rights sold : Catalan & Castilian, Greece, Italian
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Mister Voltaire and his butler Rex leave Paris, where they just 
solved a mystery about zombies, to get to Douarnenez, in 
Bretagne. They get there on vacations, officially. But, once they 
arrive, they hear local sailors talking about a murder. It happened 
on an island haunted by Tristan & Iseult, the ghosts of the famous 
lovers. Ghosts and murder? Mister Voltaire doesn’t need anything 
more to get to work! But Bretagne is a land of legends, mysteries, 
and nothing happens as planned…

The werewolf of Tristan’s island
Christos & Amélie Callot

152 pages 14 x 21 cm
Age group : 10 and +
Topics covered : detective, folklore
Rights available : World

Primo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Primo

Fab, a young nine-years-old boy, takes the train of 9:28 every 
Saturday morning. It was on this train that he met Othello. With him, 
he spends incredible moments in all discretion… because Othello 
is a dog. A dog a little bit peculiar since it is telepathic. Fab has lots 
of fun with his canine friend “listening” to what is going on in the 
travelers’ heads. That is until, one day, they hear a passenger who 
is obviously planning to kill his colleague! Fab and Othello can’t 
stand by and do nothing, so they decide to follow the stranger to 
his workplace… 

Othello, the 9:28’s dog
Aurélie Magnin & Charlotte Meert

48 pages 14 x 21 cm
Age group : 9 and +
Topics covered : friendship, animals, telepathy
Rights available : World

Other books in the series :

Two more books coming up 
in the series !
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Race agaisnt time
Florence Jenner Metz

104 pages 14 x 21 cm
Age group : 10 and +
Topics covered : time, technology, sciences
Rights available : World
Corentin lives in a building that hosts a little bit mad 
scientist who gifts him with a phone: an old phone just 
as the ones they made in the nineties, as big as a walk-
ie-talkie and with flashy colors… In a word, an antiquity. 
The scientist attached a notice to the phone, but Coren-
tin doesn’t take time to read it. It is at school with his 
friend Berkan that he understands the true utility of this 
elderly thing: when pressing any key, it can stop time! 
The boys don’t miss the opportunity and along the way 
they involuntarily involve Fanny, a science-passionate 
girl from their class, in their adventures. However, the 
machine quickly shows signs of weakness each time 
they use it, until it breaks down. Not only is the world 
then standstill, it also seems to slowly be dying. The 
three friends will have to find the cause of the phone’s 
breakdown and how to fix it in order to save the world. 

Deuzio••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Robules
Delphine Gosset

272 pages 14 x 21 cm
Age group : 11 and +
Topics covered : robots, science, technology, friendship
Rights available : World
Hator and Suma are on holidays at their uncle, Niels, a 
video games developer. With the help of Phocus and 
Marnus, the neighbors, they try to “train” Zip, an extre-
mely smart robot dog. When the two youngers sudden-
ly disappear, Suma and Marnus discover that Zip has 
opened a door leading to a strange new world, inha-
bited and composed by tiny robots… The two olders 
go look after their siblings inside this world: they come 
across a weird creature which seems to be an artificial 
intelligence, until they finally realize that they are stuck 
inside the video game on which uncle Niels is working. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Deuzio
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The Jungle
Ludovic Joce

64 pages 14 x 21 cm
Age group : 11 and +
Topics covered : immigration, camps
Rights available : World

Recently arrived in Calais, Lucas decides to explore 
his surroundings with his skate and his dog Malabar. 
A hole in the tarmac causes him to fall hard, ending 
hurt just in front of the huge migrant camp called “the 
jungle”. A boy named Seyoum comes to his help, 
bringing him in his hut and taking care of his injury 
with his brother and father. Once back home, Lucas is 
bewildered. His vision of the migrants, the otherness 
and life in general progressively changes, until he 
feels the need to act and decides to go back to the 
camp to help Seyoum and his family. 

Deuzio••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The weight of the color pink
Nathalie Lagacé

120 pages 14 x 21 cm
Age group : 11 and +
Topics covered : puberty, teenagers, growing-up
Rights available : World

Rosalie is walking in a park when she comes 
across three older boys. The encounter turns 
into sexual harassment, which deeply marks her 
at a time when her body is changing. Actually, 
everything in her life is starting to change: Anna, 
her best friend who now only talks about boys, 
the pressure brought by the adults around her, 
her growing breast and everything that goes with 
that. For Rosalie, it is really difficult to accept: 
she doesn’t feel ready to endure what imply all 
of these alterations, the entry into her teenage 
years (even less in a woman’s body) and she 
feels like she doesn’t control anything anymore. 
This novel is about the small steps of this transi-
tion, the soft and enjoyable ones like the meeting 
with Matteo, but also the frightening and intimi-
dating ones, like buying her first bra or fleeing 
the boys who harass her. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Deuzio
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